The character of Claudius dominates post-1975 Arabic adaptations of Shakespeare's Hamlet. After a brief survey of the twentieth-century Arab Hamlet tradition, this essay examines five recent Arab Hamlet plays. In four Arabic-language plays, a hypertrophied Claudius plainly allegorizes contemporary or recent regimes in Iraq, Syria, and Egypt. He displaces both Hamlet and Hamlet's father's ghost, who become weak characters. Recurrent animal imagery portrays him as literally a brute, lacking a conscience and impervious to reason. However, this essay argues, the plays are not "political in function": they do not work to build audience support for political change. Instead, Claudius' irresistible power demonstrates the futility of political action (in the Aristotelian sense), including political theatre. A recent Arab-themed Hamlet adaptation in English confirms the pattern but enlarges it to cover the international backers of the local tyrant. Rather than a call for political awakening, then, these five plays offer a dark meditation on the nature of power and the limits of politics. This essay will examine the characterization of Claudius in five post-1975 Arab adaptations of Shakespeare's Hamlet. These plays differ in many respects, including plot. They are written in different registers of Arabic; the latest was first written in English.
sharpen their commentary on contemporary Arab political reality. Abandoning the Arab Hamlet of the late-1960s and early-1970s (a revolutionary fighter for justice), the recent Arabic-language plays present weak protagonists overpowered by tyranny and corruption.
After a brief overview of the 20th-century Arab Hamlet tradition to which the post-1975 plays respond and contribute, I will analyze how they characterize their villains. I will highlight four shared features: Claudius' lack of a conscience, the bestial imagery used to describe him, his oversized role in the plot, and the way he eclipses Hamlet's father's ghost. It is fair to say that Claudius, not Hamlet, occupies the imaginative center of a typical post-1975 Arab Hamlet play. But this hypertrophied villain does not function to "expose" the abuses of Arab governments or to build audience support for political change. Rather, I will argue, Claudius' irresistible power demonstrates the futility of political action (in the Aristotelian sense of politics), including political art. Rather than a call for political awakening, then, these plays offer a dark meditation on the nature of power and the limits of politics.
is a cog in "the Grand Mechanism" of power, not its center. 6 And no wonder. Shakespeare's Claudius hardly takes center stage: he speaks about one-third as many lines as Hamlet, two brief asides, and two soliloquies. 7 He may usurp the throne of Elsinore, but it is Hamlet who takes over the play.
Even Hamlet's father's ghost seems to tower over Claudius. Inheriting this discrepancy between brothers from his sources, Shakespeare sharpens it further. 8 The Ghost calls his killer "a wretch whose natural gifts were poor/To those of mine" 9 -and other characters seem to agree. Several recall the dead king Hamlet's "fair and warlike form" (I.i.50) and military valor. By contrast, Claudius never raises a weapon and is easily embarrassed or "distempered" (III.
ii.293-5, see also IV.iv.69-70). His hypercorrect tones in the court scene (I.ii) suggest he is anxious about filling his brother's shoes; when he publicly admits that Fortinbras may hold "a weak supposal of our worth" (I.ii.18), one suspects that Fortinbras has good reason. Gertrude, who has been married to both men, appears sincerely troubled when Hamlet makes her compare their portraits (III.iv.88). And when Hamlet speaks of Claudius it is with a degree of contempt he usually reserves for himself; his stepfather is a "damned villain" (I.v.106) but also a "king of shreds and patches" (III.iv.103) and a "vice of kings": a buffoon (III.iv.96-102).
As we will see, Claudius gets much more respect in Arab adaptations. Arab directors and playwrights have produced dozens of versions of Shakespeare's Hamlet in the past half century; many of these, particularly the more recent, make the Claudius character an important and sinister focal point. This may come as no surprise. In a theatre tradition in which "politics has tended to assume enormous proportions,"
10 Claudius' allegorical utility is obvious: he not only rules like a tyrant (informers, conspiracies, eavesdropping, extrajudicial killings, etc.) but, fundamentally, is a usurper with no legitimate claim to the throne. What better vehicle, one would think, for exposing the abuses of Arab regimes and galvanizing the anger of Arab audiences? However, as I will suggest in this essay, the rise of Claudius actually corresponds to the decline of such edificatory goals since the mid-1970s. True, Arab and shown repeatedly on Arab television in the late 1960s, profoundly infiuenced subsequent Arab interpretations of the play. (See Critical Survey 19:3, forthcoming.) 6 The phrase is Jan Kott's, in Shakespeare Our Contemporary (1964). Kott's essay "Hamlet at Midcentury" barely refers to Claudius; it focuses instead on Fortinbras, the foreign occupier. 7 For rough line counts, see "The Play's The Thing," http://eamesharlan.org/tptt/hamlet01.html. 8 In the early version by Saxo Grammaticus, available to Shakespeare through Belleforest's Histoires Tragiques (1570), Amleth's uncle kills his brother because he envies his success. See Sir Israel Gollancz, The Sources of Hamlet (London: Frank Cass & Co., 1967). adapters continue to use Claudius to allegorize "The Power" (al-sulfla), with all its attached connotations of patriarchal and political despotism. But they turn the villain into an almost limitless source of brutality against which no revolutionary hero could prevail. In the starkest cases, Claudius comes to resemble precisely Shakespeare's Iago or Richard III. 11 He seduces or devours everyone in his path. He adapts smoothly to circumstances; everyone else adapts to him, like iron filings to a magnet. His regime usurps the prerogative to improvise, leaving no creative space for the other characters. 12 This villain's presence in recent Arab plays marks them as post-political. Or rather, borrowing the taxonomy proposed by Graham Holderness, we can describe these plays as political at the level of content and form, but not at the level of function:
A drama which addresses what is conventionally accepted as the political "reality" of a society may in fact be collusive with that society's ideology: a play might propose that a society's politicians are corrupt, without looking beyond the existing political system to alternative forms of government, administration and political morality. Thus a politics of content cannot guarantee political efficacy, if both form and function are simultaneously collaborating with a dominant ideology.
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The taxonomy applies, but it would be simplistic to accuse these Arab Hamlet offshoot plays of "collaborating" with the political order in their countries. "Efficacy" is a crude term, and who is to say which ideology is "dominant" in a particular audience? The late Hamlet plays participate in a more ambiguous relationship of subversion and containment.
14 For one thing, several of them explicitly dramatize the failure of theatre to reshape the structures of power. By drawing attention to their own inefficacy-to the inefficacy of political art in general-they take aim at the ideology of "committed" intellectuals who fiatter themselves that political intervention through art is still possible. 15 Such intel-lectuals were likely to have been well represented in their black-box theatre audiences in Damascus, Alexandria, and Cairo. Still, this unmasking of intellectuals' "resistance" does come at the cost of naturalizing the existing power arrangement. An omnipotent tyrant cannot sustain, for instance, a Brechtian dramatic structure that aims to expose injustice as "resistible." 16 Only the earliest play we will consider, Mamd‚Ω AEAdw®n's by a London-based dramatist/director for a Western audience (although later revised into Arabic), this play stands on the margins of the Arab Hamlet tradition. Accordingly, its Claudius does not quite conform to the pattern of the other four. He has limited powers and visible insecurities. But that is only because he is the puppet of the play's real protean villain, one even more monstrous and mythical than those of the other plays. This villain is militarized global capitalism; its faces include the United States, oil interests, and the global arms trade.
Amalgamating many ideas and images that preoccupy the contemporary Arab political imagination, al-Bassam's play may presage a trend in future Arab productions. Plays following this trend would continue to focus on brute power and to dismiss the possibility of politics in the Aristotelian sense-i.e., the activity of people determining together, using language, how power should be organized in their society. 24 Such plays would also look beyond local despots like Claudius, casting the United States in the ruthless and omnipresent villain role once reserved for autocratic Arab regimes.
The Arab Hamlet Tradition
The plays examined in this essay emerged from a dialogue with an Arab Hamlet tradition over a century old. The earliest Arabic Hamlet adaptations were designed to entertain. 25 The first, adapted for the stage by fiany‚s AEAbd‚h, omits Fortinbras and ends happily: Hamlet kills Claudius and marries Ophelia before ascending the throne as the Ghost showers him with blessings. 26 Lyrics 24 Aristotle famously supports his claim that "man is a political animal" by pointing out that human beings, alone of the animals, can speak and thus can discuss their notions of good and evil. Such discussion is the essence of politics. "And whereas mere voice is but an indication of pleasure or pain, and is therefore found in other animals . . . the power of speech is intended to set forth the expedient and inexpedient, and therefore likewise the just and the unjust. And it is a characteristic of man that he alone has any sense of good and evil, of just and unjust, and the like, and the association of living beings who have this sense make a family and a state." The Politics and The Consitution of Athens, ed. Stephen Everson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996): 1253a10 (p. 13). A tyranny, Aristotle therefore says, is not properly a political system at all; it is "the very reverse of a politeia" (1293b30, p. 103). 25 For the early history of Arab Shakespeare reception, see Tawf¬q by poet AΩmad Shawq¬ ("On Hamlet's Lips") were interpolated in the script to display his singing talent of the star, Shaykh Sal®ma Hig®z¬, and to entice his fans to the theatre. 27 The overall impression, consistent with the conventions of French neo-classical theatre, is of Hamlet's unshakeable strength and nobility.
The 1916 translation by Lebanese-born Egyptian poet Khal¬l Mufir®n (1872-1949) follows the same pattern. Mufir®n likewise drew on a French version or versions. 28 He cut a great deal of dialogue and emphasized Hamlet's soliloquies, which he rendered in a classical Arabic prose generally still considered "beautiful."
29 The (physically huge) French-trained actor Georges Abyad, who had commissioned the translation for his new theatre company, "declaimed, ranted and spluttered" his way through these speeches. 30 In his hands, Hamlet resembled the "heroic dramas and melodramas . . . prevalent in Paris at the opening of the century."
31 This further accustomed the Arab public to think of Hamlet as a noble and heroic protagonist.
In the postcolonial period, Hamlet retained his aura of nobility even as the main thrust of theatre changed from entertainment to political edification. For our purposes, postcolonial Arab Hamlet appropriation can be roughly divided into three phases. 32 In the period of Nasserist revolutionary optimism (roughly 1952-1964), Hamlet was seen mainly as a great and difficult classic. The ability to perform Hamlet competently was adduced as evidence that the Arab world had "world-class" theatre and deserved a place on the world stage. A related tendency (1964-7) was some Arab writers' choice to weave "strands of Hamlet" into their own protagonists, borrowing Hamlet's depth and interiority to turn their heroes into credible moral subjects and political agents. many Egyptian playwrights in this period addressed the regime through allegorical political plays, 34 Hamlet stayed largely outside the allegorical tendency. Instead, its edifying function was to demonstrate the Arab theatre's mastery of "classic" plays and psychologically "deep" heroes.
Incidentally, the effort at complex characterization in this period did not extend to the antagonists. For instance, the Claudius in Sayyid Bidayr's Cairo production (1964) appeared "too much the awesome ruler" to be fully human. 35 Meanwhile, the character of Kléber in Alfred Farag's Sulayman of Aleppo-the Claudius to Sulayman's Hamlet-was criticized as (and is) a comic-book villain, unrepentant and cruel by nature. 36 The second phase (1970-76) privileged an archetype whom I have termed the "Arab hero Hamlet." Following the complete military defeat of 1967 and especially after Nasser's death in 1970, dramatists in Egypt, Syria, and Iraq decided that political agency had to be seized, not earned. They shifted their allegorical efforts to address audiences, not regimes. The idea was to provoke audiences to think critically about their political systems and to confront Claudius-like domestic tyrants. To this end directors turned Hamlet into an Arab revolutionary hero, a fighter for justice brutally martyred by an oppressive regime. The best-known such production (Cairo, 1971-7) was directed by MuΩammad -ubΩ¬, who also played Hamlet. 37 A reviewer enthused:
The contemplative, thinking side of the character ( j®nib al-tafk¬r wa-l-taaeammul) is obscured here by the plotting, active side, so that he appears to be a revolutionary 36 Again, some critics were disappointed at the shallow characterization. For instance, Bah®ae fi®hir explicitly and unfavorably contrasts Farag's one-dimensional Kléber to Shakespeare's Claudius; interestingly for my discussion below, fi®hir dwells on the "prayer scene" and its function in humanizing Claudius. See "Al-ºalab¬ wa am¬r al-danim®rk," in 10 MasraΩ¬y®t mi◊r¬ya: AEar¥ wa-naqd (Cairo: D®r al-Hil®l, 1985), 32-3.
37 -ubΩ¬'s Hamlet, first staged with amateur actors in 1971, was reprised at the Art Studio Theatre and then the commercial Galaaea Theatre in 1976-7. A similar production was directed by Riy®¥ AEI◊mafl (Damascus, 1973) . Also part of this Hamlet-as-revolutionary trend was Hamlet Arabian-Style, an adaptation by S®mi AEAbd al-ºam¬d N‚r¬ (Baghdad, 1973).
fighter, furious and pure (mun®¥ ilan thawr¬yan shad¬d al-naq®ae wa-l-Ωidda), seeking justice and freedom with integrity and honor.
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These agit-prop productions fiattened the character of Claudius, again turning him into a caricature villain. As -ubΩ¬ recalls:
Claudius? I modeled him on the Arab [rulers] (laughs) . . . I eliminated the prayer scene. I didn't believe it. Impossible. If he had done that in front of someone-in front of another person-in front of Queen Gertrude-I would believe it. It would be for show. But for him to say that when he's by himself, that would mean he's sincere. It won't do. 39 The third and longest phase of Arab Hamlet appropriation (since the mid1970s) is the one that concerns us here. All four of our Arabic-language Hamlet plays emerge from the agit-prop tradition of Arab drama and comment on its perceived failure. 40 These plays (though in some cases not their authors) have given up on advocating political change, instead redeploying the heroic conventions of the previous phase for dramatic irony. Of course, each play has its own emphases and would repay a fine-grained reading. But let me focus here on several key strategies that they share.
First, unlike earlier productions such as -ubΩ¬'s, these plays do not claim to offer an authoritative rendition of Shakespeare's Hamlet. Instead, they explicitly invoke (the standard Arab reading of) Shakespeare's text in order to emphasize their divergence from it. For instance, both Ab‚ D‚ma and AEAdw®n turn Horatio into a Brechtian-narrator-cum-Ωakaw®t¬ (traditional Arab storyteller) whose commentary reminds the audience that they are watching one version of Hamlet. Ab‚ D‚ma's Horatio opens The Dance of the Scorpions like this:
Honored ladies and gentlemen, let me introduce myself to you: I am Horatio, Hamlet's friend whom he entrusted to tell you his story. I've been telling it for five centuries, and finally I got bored of telling it the same way every night. Therefore I will try tonight to tell it to you in a different way (113).
This technique forces the audience to approach the new play with a "binocular vision" that keeps both the received and new versions in mind. 41 Using this binocular effect, the contemporary plays exploit their audiences' expectations of a heroic (manly, articulate, politically potent) Hamlet. They portray protagonists who are uninformed, ineffectual, naïve, and either inarticulate or uselessly and diarrhetically talkative. Again, they discuss this contrast explicitly. After one infuriating argument, al-Asad¬'s Horatio bursts out: "You are not the Hamlet I know and have lived with." Hamlet responds with infuriating blankness: "Well, maybe I should change my name" (35). Later, al-Asad¬'s Ophelia deploys one of Hamlet's key lines for dramatic irony. "Get yourself to a monastery," she tells Hamlet. "There you can rest your mind and body and have leisure to re-pose your question, 'To be or not to be'" (44).
To highlight their protagonists' inefficacy, all four plays use reversed, circular, or otherwise disjointed temporal frameworks. AEAdw®n and Ab‚ D‚ma start the narration at the end and proceed in fiashback; this sense of belatedness weakens Hamlet's character, making him the last to learn "news" that most of the other characters and the audience know already. Al-Asad¬ starts his action before Hamlet begins but has his characters behave as though Hamlet had already happened and everyone knew the script. Marz‚q¬'s monodrama collapses a lifetime into a single chain of out-of-order fiashbacks where change and character development are impossible.
To be clear: our post-1975 Arab playwrights are not among those Shakespeare adapters who aim to "write back" to Shakespeare's text or subvert its authority.
42 Rather, they borrow that authority to cast an ironic light on the contemporary Arab situation and the intellectuals it produces. Their unheroic Hamlet, as Mahmoud al-Shetawi has remarked, "embodies the image of the educated Arab in the sense that he is always taken by surprise."
43 Yet this critique, which could be read as calling for more constructive political action, also has the opposite effect. For the critique is conscious of itself as coming too late: while Hamlet has slept, Claudius has stolen the show. Filling the vacuum created by Hamlet's impotence, the comic-book villain has expanded into a monster of mythological proportions. His triumph announces the futility of further political action: the displacement of politics (in the Aristotelian sense) by a brute power strong enough to remake reality in its own image.
A king without a conscience
The central fact about the post-1975 Arabic Claudius is that he has no conscience. Thus, he is impervious to political theatre of the sort that Shakespeare's Hamlet deploys in his own play-within-a-play, The Murder of Gonzago or The Mousetrap (a strategic rewriting, incidentally, of a well-received foreign work). Such performances aim either to persuade the ruler to change his ways or to inspire other audience members to act against him. But in both cases, success depends on the target revealing his own guilt. Hamlet expects his play to produce a physiological response, as in a lie detector test: Hamlet's Mousetrap is an ingenious device, set so that the prey himself will trigger it. To end the performance, Claudius must expose that he recognizes himself in the action onstage, making explicit the interpretation that the actors have only implied. His public response provides rhetorical ammunition for Hamlet: "relative" (relatable) evidence that not only helps push Hamlet to act but could also bolster Hamlet's royal claim in a post-Claudius Elsinore. 44 Fortunately for Shakespeare's Hamlet, Claudius loses his composure and betrays himself. His apparently involuntary reaction-rising from his chair, calling for more light-marks the success of the play.
By contrast, recent Arab incarnations of Hamlet get nowhere when they try to interpellate the king through performance or criticism. Anything they can say is irrelevant next to what he can do. For instance, let us look what happens when AEAdw®n's Hamlet tries to put on a play.
AEAdw®n's Hamlet Wakes Up Late depicts Elsinore as a brutal political order run by killers, cynics, and spies. The kingdom has suffered a bitter defeat by Fortinbras, with whom the king is (treacherously) planning to make peace and sign an economic cooperation agreement. 45 Meanwhile AEAdw®n's Prince Hamlet, 44 For this argument see Litvin, Hamlet's Arab Journey, 179-81. 45 Some aspects of Fortinbras are suggestive of Israel (e.g., he has infiicted many war casualties and occupies "a few miles" of Danish territory). The play's 1976 publication date rules out a state-sponsored director, is rehearsing a play called Shahray®r. The play is a simple projection screen for his moods. 46 When Hamlet belatedly learns the rumor that his late father was murdered, he considers integrating it into his playin-progress. Despite his friend Horatio's warning that "a play can't stab" (196), he believes this would make a sharp political statement. However, the informer Rosencrantz, a member of the cast, runs to tell Polonius, who tells the king. The play is shut down without accomplishing anything. 47 The actor who told Hamlet the rumor is forced into hiding.
Eventually AEAdw®n's Hamlet turns to a more threatening form of performance: he loudly disrupts a state dinner in honor of the visiting former enemy Fortinbras (208-10). This represents a direct challenge to the Claudius regime, which needs to impress foreign investors with the state's "stability." But the challenge is short-lived. Fortinbras orders Claudius to silence the embarrassing dissenter for the sake of "the capitalists" and "their millions" (218). Over his wife's objections, the King helps Polonius and Rosencrantz stage the play's final performance-a show trial at which Hamlet is convicted of a long list of trumped-up charges and condemned to death. (Horatio, who narrates the entire story to the audience in fiashback form, is finally arrested as well.)
In Ab‚ D‚ma's Dance of the Scorpions, Claudius likewise holds a monopoly over the symbolic domain, at least for as long as he has military control. This play posits that Claudius has fabricated a foreign war, bribing his apparent enemy Fortinbras to pretend to attack his kingdom in order to silence his domestic opponents and extort war taxes from the poor. Further, Claudius has invented a council of nobles who, the stage directions tell us, are "not human but are simply paper dummies" (124). At a meeting of this imaginary war council, Hamlet attempts to expose the so-called ministers as paper dolls: "Enough! What's happening? What's this stupid buffoonery (at-tahr¬j as-sakh¬f)? Where are these nobles you're talking to, King? . . . If these dolls are human, let me hear their voices" (126). Again, however, this emperor is untroubled by the child's revelation that he is naked. Hamlet does not catch the king's conscience or even disrupt his puppet show. Hamlet receives a stern warning not to mock the King's cabinet, and the meeting continues. What finally unseats Claudius is not Hamlet's critique but Fortinbras' betrayal (his troops actually attack), coinciding with a revolution led by a domestic militant group. any allusion to actual peace talks. Rather, I think, AEAdw®n presents an imaginary state visit by Fortinbras as a nightmare scenario, a deliberately provocative piece of dramatic hyperbole. 46 For instance, after an angry conversation with the Queen he splices in a scene: a woman fans the dirt on her husband's grave, hoping to make it dry faster, because he told her not to remarry while it was still wet (193) . 47 AEAdw®n's Syrian audience immediately grasped that Hamlet's theatrical outbursts should not be viewed as "resistance." See Ghunaym, 148-51.
These failures, and others like them, begin to show how formidable the Arab Claudius can be. He has no conscience to make him vulnerable to Hamlet's art. In any case, his confession would be useless, because there is no court to hear the evidence. He is so powerful that "exposure" as a murderer would only reinforce his stature, demonstrating his power to silence his critics and dictate which absurdities are mouthed in his kingdom. 48 With scenes of this kind, all four Arabic-language plays question the power of words and representations (writing, rewriting, speech, drama, or drama criticism) to achieve political change. In effect, they offer an argument about the futility of arguments.
"Claudius, the state barbarian"
Claudius' lack of a conscience suggests that he is super-or sub-human. This impression is reinforced by the imagery used to describe him and his regime: an imagery of savage beasts, festering waters, and poisonous growths. These metaphors spring from the disgust of Shakespeare's Hamlet, who sees Elsinore as "an unweeded garden" possessed by "things rank and gross in nature." In the Arabic plays, Claudius is a wild animal. His regime is a jungle whose unregulated growth threatens the integrity of the other characters and of the kingdom itself.
AEAdw®n's play, pervaded by a mood of post-1967 nationalist betrayal, generalizes the contagion. The poisonous growth is not only Claudius but everyone who colludes with him, putting private interests above shared principles; eventually this includes all the surviving characters. As the narrator Horatio puts it just before Hamlet's trial:
Horatio: Everything is destroyed. The human structure has collapsed, from the walls of the homeland to the care of the soul. Borders have been crushed and values have caved in. The corruption that surrounds us and Hamlet wasn't one person and wasn't a few people. Corruption was the soil and the air, and corrupt people sprouted from it without being planted, like weeds sprout from garbage. They just hatched, greedy for any spoils and hating any order and ready to ignore any values (225).
The other plays are more concrete in tracing the contagion to the Claudius figure. Claudius is described as "a wild buffalo" (j®m‚s barr¬) and an "unholy grinder" (miflΩana ghayr muqaddasa), 49 a "mosquito" run wild and grown into a "scorpion" (istawhashat al-baAE‚¥ a Ωat® ◊ ®rat AEaqraban), 50 and (in colloquial 48 "The regime's power resides in its ability to impose national fictions and to make people say and do what they otherwise would not." (Wedeen, Ambiguities of Domination, 84-5.) The fictions' implausibility is part of the point; it is a matter (as Orwell put it) of making people proclaim that 2+2=5. 49 Al-Asad¬, Ins‚ h®mlit, 53, 66, 45 (by Horatio). 50 Ab‚ D‚ma, Raq◊at al-AE;aq®rib, 114 (by the Ghost).
Arabic) a "sewer [that] swallows up everything and only gives off a bad smell" (al-b®l‚AEa bi-tablaAE kull shayy wa-ma bi-tufl®liAE ghayr al-raw®aeiΩ).
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In al-Marz‚q¬'s monodrama Ismail/Hamlet, the protagonist, a corpse-washer named Ism®AE¬l, addresses the corpse of his wicked stepfather. (Part of the play's dramatic irony is its very distant relation to Shakespeare's Hamlet. Ism®AE¬l does not even know why a friend has nicknamed him "Hamlet," and he shares only a bathhouse version of Hamlet's dilemma: the hammam owner Ab‚ SaAE¬d has sidelined Ism®AE¬l's father and married his mother.) Ism®AE¬l's opening speech links Ab‚ SaAE¬d's physical filth to his lack of moral boundaries, particularly his tendency to appropriate other people's wives and girlfriends:
Ah, welcome, welcome, Mister Abu SaAE¬d. I take care of your neighborhood. Abu SaAE¬d whose word is never spoken twice. He decided to marry Umm Lufif¬-sent her husband to prison and married her. Decided to marry my mother before the dirt on my father's grave was dry, and married her. He decided to marry SaAEd¬ya, and he married her. They say, "Whoever marries my mother I'll call him Uncle," well-whoever marries my girl, what do I call him . . . my boy?
Ah, Uncle Abu SaAE¬d. Finally you've come to me. God took you to his place so he could bring you to mine. I'm going to wash you, remove your outside dirt, cut your fingernails, pare your talons, shave you. I'll stuff your orifices with cotton and send you there to get clean, to roast properly in hellfire. If only I could have cleaned you from the inside or pared your nails while you were alive, you son of a snake. When I worked at your place as a bath attendant, you wouldn't deign to be washed between one Feast and the next, you filth, too afraid of wasting water! Why didn't you put in your will for them to dig your grave so you could stand up in it, to cost you less? Ab‚ SaAE¬d whose bones were gold-they're going to rust away under the dirt and be gnawed by slugs and worms. But I'll have a few words with you, before you go there. (1-2) The idea of an animalistic Claudius is even more pronounced in Forget Hamlet, which was staged at Cairo's Hanager Theatre during its author's nearly 30-year exile from BaAEthist Iraq. Al-Asad¬'s main departure from Shakespeare's plot is to have Ophelia witness Claudius' killing of the old king through her window.
52 Yet even as she becomes the moral center of the play, Ophelia is unable to take any effective action against Claudius's reign of terror. In part this is because Al-Asad¬'s Claudius is impervious to language-he is a brute in the most literal sense. He is referred to not only as a "butcher" and "barbarian"(75) but also as a "bull" (22) and a "dinosaur" (d¬n®◊ ‚r, 32); at one point Horatio has a vision of him in the guise of Poseidon, as a wild buffalo holding a sword and parting the sea (34-5). Claudius is also credited with 51 AEAbd al-ºak¬m al-Marz‚q¬, Ism®AE¬l h®mlit, 4. 52 Hence the original title, Ophelia's Window, under which the play was performed in 1994.
-al®Ω AEAbd al--ab‚r's daughter MuAEtazza was praised for her fine debut performance as Ophelia. On the production see Fawz¬ya Mahr®n, "Shubb®k ‚f¬l¬® aw h®mlit AEala al-fiar¬qa al-AEa◊r¬ya," alHil®l, May 1994, 154-61.
sexual/political appetites on a mythological scale, as in this ironic exchange between the Chorus-like female gravediggers:
Digger 1: [The old king is] the only one who brought our country some sense of dignity and peace of mind. What will become of us with his brother Claudius, the shameless one? We hadn't even buried the body of the old king yet, when the news came out about his marriage to the old hag. Digger 2: Claudius won't just marry the hag-queen: he'll marry you, and he'll marry me, and he'll marry your mother and my mother . . . He'll marry all of Denmark. (They laugh.) (23)
The bestiality of al-Asad¬'s Claudius is related to his oversized role in the play. Like a wild animal or mythological figure, he refuses to remain confined by civilized boundaries. Even al-Asad¬'s introduction to the play illustrates this effect:
I wanted in my dramatic text Forget Hamlet to pull the curtain (uz¬Ωal-sit®r) from some characters suffering the edge of madness and to open the door of the text (aftaΩb®b al-na◊◊) to their desires and their rancor (raghb®tihim wa-Ωaqdihim), postponed in the face of Claudius, the state barbarian (barbarr¬ al-dawla) who swallowed up (ibtalaAE) his brother and sister-in-law both at once to send the former to the gravediggers and the latter to his own bed and his boorish unmanly haste (il® fir®shihi wa-nazqihi al-nisaw¬ al-fa˙˙) (9).
The gestures of curtain-pulling and door-opening suggest a liberation or public airing. Yet the "barbarian," rather than the marginalized characters, fills all the air thus created-he dominates even al-Asad¬'s explanatory sentence, "swallowing up" its second half. Exposing his barbarity makes it no easier to resist.
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In fact, Al-Asad¬'s "upside-down rewriting of Shakespeare's Hamlet" (as it is subtitled) makes the "state barbarian" more central and irresistible than ever. The gravediggers' earthy political gossip is a microcosm of this fact: while apparently subversive, it actually works to underscore the Claudius regime's power and reach.
All four of our Arabic Hamlet plays reinforce their characterization of Claudius through shocking scenes not present in Shakespeare's text: Claudius shaking hands with the foreign enemy Fortinbras, Claudius and Gertrude spitting on the dead king's corpse, Hamlet overhearing his mother's and uncle's bedroom banter, etc. Perhaps the most interesting such scene is Claudius' attempted seduction of Ophelia in al-Asad¬'s Forget Hamlet. In this scene, Ophelia begs Claudius to release her brother, the blind dissident Laertes, from prison; she agrees to spend an evening drinking with Claudius in exchange. (We later learn that Laertes by this time has already been tortured to death.) Claudius signs the pardon papers and pours the wine. Ophelia, either drunk or just unable to bear it any longer, confronts Claudius with the murder of the old king. She is under the spell of the murder scene she has witnessed: "I saw the whole scene (mashhad)! I saw it with these two eyes (bi AEaynayya h®tayn)!" She recounts it as though reading from a screenplay. Meanwhile Claudius, intent on sex, praises the beauty of those same witnessing eyes ("What eyes [ya laha min AEaynayn]!"). A "deaf dialogue" ensues, at one point breaking up into two interlaced monologues:
Ophelia: There is a window in my room looking onto the King's room and close to it. So I saw everything. Claudius: Do you want more wine? Ophelia: It seems the killer is experienced and knows how to carry out his task with unique skill. Claudius: Oh God, your breasts are trembling just like your lips! Ophelia: The King was sleeping like a naked child! Gertrude covered him with a light sheet and disappeared! I don't know how he fell asleep and started snoring so quickly! A huge man entered, wrapped in a cloak and with a turban on his head, carrying a dagger. He pulled off the sheet and slaughtered the King without a noise! The King died without a noise. He didn't struggle a lot! What a suspicious death. What animal carried out this hideous deed? Claudius: I issued my order to pardon Laertes in order to drink with you, not so you could tell me bloody tales like this! Don't be afraid. And to get straight to the point, I want you! . . .
He kisses her, tears her clothes and attacks her like a wild buffalo (53).
Already in Shakespeare there are hints of Claudius' excessive interest in Ophelia, whether as an attractive woman or as a source of subversive talk ("Pretty Ophelia . . . Follow her close, give her good watch, I pray you"). 54 But nowhere does Shakespeare's Claudius explicitly reach a tentacle across the generation gap. Al-Asad¬ unpacks and extends these hints, just as Marz‚q¬ does in Ismail/Hamlet by having Abu SaAE¬d marry SaAEd¬ya, his stepson's beloved. In both cases, the "state barbarian" thwarts Hamlet personally as well as politically. His sexual rapacity contributes to the Arab Claudius' status as a mythical figure: a power-grabbing Leviathan and maiden-eating Minotaur.
The eclipse of the father
As we might expect, this overbearing Claudius steals some thunder from the other figure supposed to haunt the play: the ghost of Hamlet's father. Shakespeare's text leaves room for a Ghost who is "amazingly disturbing and vivid." In the Arabic plays, however, Hamlet's father is a uniformly disappointing figure: an old hypochondriac (al-Asad¬), a penniless consumptive (Marz‚q¬), or a liar and rent-seeker (Ab‚ D‚ma). Perhaps most devastating is the dead king in AEAdw®n's version: a corpse reduced to a heap of "bones and maggots," once great but now able to offer no moral or political guidance to his son. In AEAdw®n's play and to some extent in the others, these disappointing fathers can be understood to represent Gamal Abdel Nasser and the Arab nationalist leaders of his generation. Their failure-followed by Claudius' success-leaves the Arab Hamlet in an impossible dilemma, caught between an unmanly father figure and a monstrous one.
In al-Asad¬'s Forget Hamlet, we actually see the old king: a spoiled but harmless hypochondriac wheeled onstage in the first scene, perhaps a version of Shakespeare's gently unimpressive Player King or the "impotent and bedrid" elder Norway (I.ii.29). Even before his death, the old king feels cold and complains that Gertrude does not pay him enough attention. His decency is somehow unimposing. "I never liked the old king," Polonius tells Ophelia later. "That's because he didn't know how to turn you into a servant," she says, "but treated you like a person" (41).
Likewise, in Ismail/Hamlet, Ism®AE¬l's father Ibr®h¬m is a pathetic bath attendant, coughing to death while his wife, fiirting with Abu SaAE¬d, does not bother to bring him a glass of water. Abu SaAE¬d openly mocks his rival; he twice insults Ismail using the phrase "like your father." Ibr®h¬m is a piteous sight even when he reappears as a ghost, coughing and still carrying his washing-glove and bowl. When he does carry a sword, it is just a priapic appendage, not a weapon. As Ism®AE¬l puts it, delivering the ironic facts in his usual fiat paratactic way:
Only the ghost of my father [still appears] but this time without his sponge and bowl, carrying a sword in his right hand and a hose in the left.
-Father, where's your bowl? -It's lost.
-And where's your sponge? -It wore away and doesn't clean right anymore. And he left me and kept walking carrying his sword, with the water coming out of his hose strongly. Unclear if he was cleaning something or watering something, and when the sun came out he went to sleep in his grave, but his sword kept sticking up, raised as high as the tombstones or maybe a little higher. And even when they bombed the cemetery in the war, and a lot of graves collapsed on their owners' heads, and many of the dead met a heroic end, but they weren't compensated with new graves, even then my father's sword stayed raised. (11) (12) His father's demotion is more than an insult to the Arab Hamlet: it is an existential challenge, leaving him with no solid identity and hence no way to stand firm against Claudius. The Hamlet in Ab‚ D‚ma's Dance of the Scorpions, for instance, stays loyal to his father's ghost throughout most of the play, even as rhetoric, terrorism, Umm Kulth‚m, and Mahm‚d Darwish. Al-Bassam's Hamlet grows into an Islamist leader determined to "crush the fingers of thieving bureaucrats, neutralize the hypocrites, tame the fires of debauchery that engulf our cities and return our noble people to the path of God." (82) Ophelia dies as a suicide bomber, quoting Darwish's "Ramallah 2002" in her farewell video. 58 Claudius' last speech, a televised address declaring war on "terrorist positions belonging to Hamlet and his army" (84), lifts from recent speeches by George W. Bush, Saddam Hussein, Osama bin Laden and Ariel Sharon. 59 Background events suggest a collage of several Arab states: car bombs in the capital, Israeli Merkava and British Centurion tanks on the southern border, an oil pipeline deal, and a ShiAEa rebellion in the south. 60 Rather than advance a specific allegory, then, this amalgam relies on and reproduces a blurred composite image of Middle East tyranny and violence.
However, despite these obvious divergences from the Arabic-language Hamlet adaptations discussed above, Al-Bassam preserves the concept of an allpervading villain. The difference is that the villain this time is not Claudius' regime but that of militarized global capitalism. It is introduced in the character of the Arms Dealer, a polyglot personage absent from Shakespeare's text. The dealer sells Claudius and Fortinbras their tanks and rockets, Hamlet his phosphorus bombs, and Ophelia her suicide belt. 61 S/he is explicitly described as unbounded, opportunistic, and voracious-the very qualities the Arabic plays associate with Claudius.
Arms Dealer: Glimpsed in the corridors of power, blurred in the backdrop of official state photographs, faceless at parties, anonymous at airports, trained as a banker, conversant in Pashtun, Arabic, Farsi, and Hebrew, feeding off desire: I am an Arms Dealer.
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The arms dealer is only the beginning, however. The real global villain is identified more precisely in Al-Bassam's version of the "prayer scene," the soliloquy in which Claudius kneels to seek forgiveness for his crimes. In Shake- All four of our Arabic-language plays omit this scene, leaving Claudius opaque and thus more awe-inspiring. (The omission also takes away Hamlet's only clear opportunity to kill the king.) Al-Bassam's play does just the opposite. It turns the prayer scene into a long, delirious monologue. Claudius climbs atop his desk, undressing as he talks, until he remains kneeling in his underwear. "Oh God: Petro dollars. Teach me the meaning of petro dollars," he prays. "I have no other God than you, I am created in your image, I seek guidance from you the All Seeing, the All Knowing Master of Worlds, Prosperity and Order . . .
Claudius:
Help me, Lord, help me-your angelic ministers defame me, they portray me as a murderer, a trafficker of toxins, a strangler of children, why is this God? I lie naked before you while they deafen you with abuse. Let me not be disagreeable to you, God, I do not compete with you, how could these packets of human fiesh compete with your infinity; I am your agent, nor am I an ill partner for your gluttony and endless filth. I do not try to be pure: I have learnt so much filth, I eat filth, I am an artist of filth I make mounds of human bodies, sacrifices to your glory, I adore the stench of rotting peasants gassed with your technology, I am a descendant of the Prophet, Peace be Upon Him, and you, you are God.
Your angelic ministers want to eliminate me, throw me like Lucifer from the lap of your mercy, but who brought me here, oh God, let us not forget, who put me here?
In front of your beneficence, I am a naked mortal, full of awe: my ugliness is not unbearable, surely it is not? My nose is not so hooked is it, my eyes so diabolical as when you offered me your Washington virgins and CIA opium. Oh, God, my ugliness does not offend you now, does it? Your plutonium, your loans, your democratic filth that drips off your ecstatic crowds-I want them all, Oh God; I want your vaseline smiles and I want your pimp ridden plutocracies; I want your world shafting bank; I want it shafting me now-offer me the shafting hand of redemption-Oh God let us be dirty together, won't you? (70-1)
The local despot, so formidable in the Arabic-language Hamlet plays, here appears reduced and transparent, as pathetic as an addict pleading with his dealer. Yet rather than being dissipated, his magical powers are transferred upstairs to his prayer's addressee-the United States, global capitalism, oil interests, etc. The play suggests that these powers are enormous, nearly unlimited. The chameleon arms dealer is just a branch of the enterprise. Whereas earlier versions of the Claudius character govern through puppet shows, this king is a puppet himself. The audacity of Al-Bassam's rewriting lies not in casting an Arab leader as Claudius, but in casting the United States as God. * * * A ruler whose power serves as its own justification is not bound by any political process. Sitting alone above politics, he must be, in Aristotle's phrase, "either a beast or a god: he is no part of a state." 63 The post-1975 Arab Claudius characters we have examined approach this level of self-sufficiency. Particularly in the works by Syrian and Iraqi playwrights, AEAdw®n's Hamlet Wakes Up Late and al-Asad¬'s Forget Hamlet, the Claudius regime's brutality appears nearly bestial, its omnipotence nearly divine.
Their beast-or-god status helps explain why these Claudius figures cannot serve a consciousness-raising model of theatre in the Brechtian sense. Brechtian theatre seeks to foreclose identification with dramatic characters in order to awaken reason and thus demystify the hidden workings of political power. 64 tradition, Al-Bassam creates a weak Claudius closer to Shakespeare's "king of shreds and patches." But his play arrives at the same concept of unlimited self-justifying power, albeit on a global scale. In the past few years, Al-Bassam's move of casting the United States as an evil deity has become increasingly common in Arab theatre productions. 65 Developed with local Arab regimes in mind, the dramatic trope of an omnivorous Leviathan/Minotaur is now available for transplantation. Amid the continuing images of violence pouring in from Iraq and elsewhere in the region, Arab playwrights and directors are likely to elaborate that trope still further. 
